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1. Introduction. Remediation of contaminated groundwater is a major scienti�c andtechnological challenge. One promising approach is bioremediation, in which either nat-urally occurring or externally introduced bacteria are used to decompose contaminantsinto non-toxic by-products. Important elements in the design of bioremediation strate-gies include mathematical models and computational algorithms for accurate predictionof contaminant degradation and transport. The literature on modeling and computationfor biodegradation processes is quite extensive. We refer the reader to [6,7,9,10,15,19,20],for discussion on model development and computational algorithms. In these works theprimary focus is on computer simulation of biodegradation. In some cases, the simu-lations are compared to laboratory (see [20]) and �eld (see [7]) data for hydrocarbondegradation. In both cases, di�culties arise in the determination of parameter valuesfor certain terms in the models. The goal of this paper is to develop a general inversemethodology for parameter estimation, comparing data to (computational approxima-tions of) model based predictions in a least squares setting.The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the models and theirparameters, and we indicate the typical inverse problems encountered in biodegradationdata analysis. A functional-analytic theoretical framework for well-posedness and ap-proximation is discussed in Section 3, and we connect our models to the abstract settingin Section 4. The convergence analysis for inverse problem is the topic of Section 5, andremarks and further studies are the topics of Section 6.2. Modeling and Inverse Problems in Contaminant Transport and Biodegra-dation. The basic physical phenomena of interest in contaminant transport throughporous media are advection, dispersion, adsorption, and degradation. There are manypossible system behaviors, and these depend heavily on the speci�c contaminants and



soil types. We consider here transport of contaminants which dissolve into the ground-water. Basic assumptions include the following: the contaminants are at a su�cientlylow level that their presence does not change the groundwater velocity; adsorption reac-tions are linear and occur at a much faster rate than the ow and dispersion; the onlychemical reactions that change the contaminants are biodegradation reactions, whichare enzyme-mediated; the transport is taking place within a medium which is saturatedwith groundwater. Mass-balance considerations lead to a model for a single solute ofthe form(n(x) +R(x)(1 � n(x))ct(t; x) + r � (v(x)c(t; x))= r � (D(v(x))rc(t; x))� f(c(t; x); x); (1)for t > 0; x 2 
; with initial condition c(0; x) = c0(x): In this model c(t; x) is thecontaminant concentration at time t, position x; v = v(x) is the groundwater velocityvector, D = D(v(x)) is the dispersion matrix, R(x) is the (linear) adsorption coe�cient,n(x) is the medium's porosity, and f = f(c; x) is the rate at which the contaminant isdegraded. The reader may consult [4,12] for a full description of this model. Below, forcompleteness, we discuss briey each of the terms.The porosity n represents the amount of volume which is not taken up by soil. Forthis quantity to be well-de�ned, one must choose a representative volume scale (see [4]).The soil, then takes up the remaining 1�n proportion of the volume. In saturated ow,nc represents the volumetric concentration of the contaminant, while c represents theconcentration of contaminant in the water.Adsorption is a process in which the solute is continually dissolving and adsorbingonto soil particles. A complete model of this phenomenon involves two phases, mobileand stationary. The linearity assumption is that this reaction occurs at a linear rate,



and since the reaction occurs much faster than the ow, we take this reaction to be inequilibrium, so that the stationary phase concentration is proportional to the mobilephase concentration, leading to the given coe�cient of the time derivative term. We set = n+ (1� n)R: Sometimes this coe�cient is referred to as the retardation factor.The groundwater velocity, v, is a crucial component in our model. Typically, v ismodeled via Darcy's Law (see [4, 12]):v = �Krh;where K is the hydraulic conductivity of the medium, and h is the hydraulic head (thesum of the pressure head and elevation head). Mass conservation and incompressibilityconsiderations lead to models of the formSht = r �Krh; in 
;with the equilibrium model beingr �Krh = 0 in 
:In some circumstances one may wish to assume that v has already been estimatedand is known (problems of estimating K have been considered in many works; see forexample [3, 13, 16]). However, the estimation of K is in itself a di�cult matter and thetopic of a great deal of research in geostatistics (see [11] for background and references).The results we obtain allow for the estimation of a steady state velocity �eld.Another important feature of the model is the contaminant dispersion. The disper-sion matrix D takes the form(2) D = d0I +D1(v);



where d0I models molecular di�usion and D1(v) models the hydrodynamic dispersion ofthe solute that is due to the pore system of the medium and collisions of solute particleswith soil particles. Empirical evidence and statistical considerations (see [4,Chap.10])suggest the following model for D1:(3) (D1(v))ij = aT jvj�ij + (aL � aT )vivjjvj :Here aT is called the \transverse dispersivity," and aL is called the \longitudinal disper-sivity." In this dispersion model, the principal axis of dispersion is along the velocityvector (longitudinal), and there is less dispersion in directions orthogonal to v (aT < aL).Moreover, the dispersion is modeled as (roughly) proportional to speed, the dispersionbeing caused by collisions with soil parrticles. See [4, Chap. 10] for a detailed expositionof dispersion.The biodegradation term is commonly taken by hydrologists and engineers to belinear: f(c) = �c [Be, FC]. Recently, however, more complex biological models havebeen employed [6, 7, 9, 10, 15, 19, 20], such as the Monod or Michaelis-Menton/Briggs-Haldane [1, 22, 25] model of enzyme-mediated degradation, given byf(c) = �c� + c:Coupling the terms discussed above, we arrive at a model equation of the form(x)ct +Xi @@xi (vic) =Xi;j @@xi   aT jvj�ij + (aL � aT )vivjjvj ! @c@xj!� f(c);with D(v) given in (3), and unknown parameters co; ; aL; aT , and f (which may ormay not be parameterized as mentioned above) to be estimated.In some cases, the biodegradation that takes place requires the presence of anothernutrient, such as oxygen. The model given above can be considered as a case in which



oxygen is abundant and the bacteria population is in steady state. A more realisticmodel would include a second di�erential equation for dissolved oxygen, and a third forthe bacteria population. For example, in [10], the following system is employed:cct(t; x) +r � (v(x)c(t; x)) = r � (Dc(v(x))rc(t; x))� bKc c�c + c oko + o;oot(t; x) +r � (v(x)o(t; x)) = r � (Do(v(x))ro(t; x))� bKo c�c + c oko + o;bt = bKb c�c + c oko + o � db+B;which involves contaminant concentration c; oxygen concentration o; and bacteria pop-ulation b: The oxygen/contaminant reaction is assumed to obey a multiplicative Monodrelationship, which is linear in bacteria population size. The bacteria are assumed tomultiply at a rate proportional to their uptake of oxygen/contaminant, with a naturaldeath rate d and a constant birth rate B which determines the \equilibrium" populationsize in the absence of nutrients. The true nature of the uptake of nutrients is still atopic of research in the biology and ecology literature, however. Recent analysis (see[23]) indicates that an additive Monod kinetic term of the formf(c; o) = k1cok2c+ co + k3oprovides a much better �t to batch reactor data than does a multiplicative model. Inorder to use models for �eld scale prediction and remediation aids, one must examinethese biodegradation models within the context of dynamic lab and �eld scale experi-ments. The parameter estimation techniques presented here form the theoretical basisfor such investigations.In the models discussed above, some of the parameter values may be determined di-rectly from experimental measurements, but others, most notably the degradation anddispersion terms, must be inferred from concentration data. Moreover, velocity informa-



tion estimated from hydraulic head and conductivity observations may still contain someuncertainty. Thus, we are lead to study estimation based on contaminant concentrationobservations. A major di�culty is that in �eld situations, the medium is heterogeneous,which means the parameters to be estimated are spatially varying.As an example, in the single solute transport model, data for the inverse problem istaken to be of the one of the following forms:Ĉdij � Z
j c(ti; x) dx;which denotes the dissolved contaminant level (mass as opposed to concentration) attime ti in the region 
j ; Ĉ tij � Z
j (x)c(ti; x) dx;which denotes the total contaminant level (adsorbed and dissolved) at time ti in theregion 
j ; or ĉd(ti; x) � c(ti; x)which denotes a complete dissolved contaminant image; orĉt(ti; x) � (x)c(ti; x)which denotes a total (dissolved and adsorbed) image. The �rst two types of observationscan be obtained from multilevel samplers, which are intrusive, well-type devices. Thelast two forms of observations are potentially available through nonintrusive, electro-magnetic (e.g., ground penetrating radar) devices using dielectric constants to measurecontaminant levels. Of course, producing such a \measurement" involves an inverseproblem in electromagnetics, converting the radar signal to dielectric information. Wewill not examine this problem here: we merely wish to indicate that our theoretical and



approximation studies provide a framework for analyzing the use of data produced bythese sensors.We shall consider a least squares estimation technique, based on the cost functionalJ(co; v; ; aL; aT ; f) = kz � Bc(co; v; ; aL; aT ; f)k2Z;in which Z denotes the measurement space (discrete or distributed), z 2 Z is one of theabove types of data, B denotes the observation operator (whose possible forms are givenabove), and the parametric dependence of the concentration is explicitly noted. Again,in gerenal these parameters may be functions. The oxygen/contaminant/bacteria modelinvolves similar measurements but considerably more parameters.The problem of minimizing J requires several steps. We must choose (i) a set ofparameters over which we minimize, (ii) an approximation scheme for computing c(t; x),and (iii) a numerical optimization technique for computing a minimizer. In order toperform these steps, we must understand the dependence of c on the parameter vectorq = (c0; v; ; aL; aT ; f). Further, we seek approximation methods which preserve thecontinuous dependence of solutions of the di�erential equations on parameters. Also,implementation of minimization methods requires a �nite dimensional parameter space.In the next section, we consider an abstract framework for analyzing the dependence ofsolutions of equations such as (1), under approximation, on parameters. The theoreticalresults given below provide a means for structuring numerical parameter estimationalgorithms in such a way as to obtain stable results with respect to perturbations in thedata.3. Abstract Well-Posedness and Approximation Results.The abstract formulation and analysis of implicit, semilinear parabolic problems



considered here relies on a combination of methods from the literature (see, in particular,[2, 21, 24, 26]). Our treatment of the \implicitness" is a straightforward application ofresults in [26]: the more di�cult degenerate problem is studied for linear problems in[17, 18]. The nonlinearity of our problem can be studied using the theory given in [21,24], and the approximation and parameter estimation results are derived by adaptingthe approach of [2] to handle the nonlinear term.We begin with an abstract parameter dependent di�erential equation(4) B(q) _u(t; q) = A(q)u(t; q) + F (t; u(t; q); q)on a Hilbert space H, with parameter q belonging to a compact separable metric spaceQ. This generality will allow us to examine most models of interest in bioremediationstudies. We shall also assume that we have a Hilbert space V which is densely andcontinuously embedded in H, for a Gelfand triple structure V ,! H = H� ,! V �. Weremark that the \implicit" structure of equation (4) is motivated by our application,due to the adsorption term  (in the following section we shall discuss the connectionsbetween the abstract setting and the contaminant transport problem in detail). As weare assuming  > 0; we could divide through by  and solve the explicit problem, but attimes it will be more convenient in the analysis to look directly at the implicit problem.We now make some speci�c assumptions concerning the operators A; B and F inthe equation (4).(B1) There exist b1 � b0 > 0 3 b20j�j2H � hB(q)�; �i � b21j�j2H; 8� 2 H; q 2 Q;moreover, B(q) is self-adjoint, and B; B�1 are strongly continuous in q.This assumption ensures that equation (4) is nondegenerate. The operator A is assumedto be determined by a parameter dependent sesquilinear form on V ; i.e., �(�)(� ; �) :



Q � V � V ! C , where �(q)(� ; �) is sesquilinear for each q 2 Q. Concerning �, weassume(�1) There exists K0 > 0 3 j�(q)(�; )j � K0j�jV � j jV 8�;  2 V; q 2 Q.(�2) There exists c0 > 0; �0 2 R3 �(q)(�; �) + �0j�j2H � c0j�j2V ; 8� 2 V; q 2 Q.(�3) For each � 2 V , and each sequence qn ! q in Q; 9 h�ni1n=1, a sequence inR3 �n ! 0, with j�(q)(�; )� �(qn)(�; )j � �nj jV ; 8 2 V:Under these assumptions there exists a uniquely determined linear operator A(q) :dom(A(q))! H satisfying �(q)(�; ) = h�A(q)�; iH; 8� 2 dom A(q);  2 V .For the nonlinear term, we shall need the following.(F1) The function F : [0;1) � H � Q ! H is continuous, and locally Lipschitzcontinuous in H; uniformly for q 2 Q and for t in bounded intervals.Under assumption (B1), we may invertB(q) to obtain an explicit di�erential equation(40) _u(t; q)= B(q)�1A(q)u(t; q)+B(q)�1F (t; u(t; q); q):In order to solve the semilinear equation (4) (equivalently (40)), we �rst seek a solution ofthe linear problem _u = B�1Au. Toward that end, we de�ne Hilbert spaces fHq : q 2 Qg,by considering H endowed with the inner product b(q)(�; ) = hB(q)�; i. Assumption(B1) guarantees that b(q) is a inner product on H, and that the H and Hq topologiesare equivalent. Following [26,p.115] we consider the equationb(q)( _u; �) + �(q)(u; �) = 0; 8� 2 V:



From [26], we have the existence of an operator L(q) : dom (L(q))! Hq 3 �(q)(�; ) =b(q)(�L(q)�; ), and that L(q) is the in�nitesimal generator of a C0-semigroup T (t; q)on Hq satisfying jT (t; q)�jHq � e�0tj�jHq , which in turn implies that T (t; q) is a C0-semigroup on H satisfying jT (t; q)�jH � (b1=b0)e�0tj�jH, through (B1). We may nowconsider the mild form of (40), given by(5) u(t; q) = T (t; q)u0+ Z t0 T (t� s; q)B�1(q)F (s; u(s; q); q) dsAs can be seen in [21, Chap. 8, 24, Chap 6], equation (5) has a unique solution u 2C�[0; � ];H� for some � > 0: If (F1) can be strenghtened to global Lipschitz, then wecan take � = 1: One can compute a lower bound for �; as in [24, pp. 184-187]: ifju0j � C0; then one has � � �0 = minn1; C0K̂0L0M0 +N0o;where K̂0 = 2C0(b1=b0)e�0 � 2C0maxfjT (t; q)j: q 2 Q; t 2 [0; 1]g;L0 is the local Lipschitz constant for F associated with the ball jxj � K̂0 (for t 2[0; 1]; q 2 Q), M0 = supq jB�1(q)j; and N0 = maxfjB�1(q)F (t; 0; q)j: t 2 [0; 1]; q 2 Qg:We also note that the mapping Fu0 ;q:C�[0; �0];H�! C�[0; �0];H� given byFu0;q(u)(t) = T (t; q)u0+ Z t0 T (t� s; q)B�1(q)F (s; u(s); q) dsleaves the ball radius K̂0 invariant and is a contraction on that ball (moreover, thecontraction is uniform) for ju0j � C and q 2 Q: These facts (see [24, pp. 184-187] fordetails) will be required also for our convergence analysis.Next, we consider an approximation method based on a sequence of Hilbert spacesHN ; N = 1; 2; : : :, with orthogonal projections PN : H ! HN . The following assump-tion about these approximations will be needed for our convergence results.



(A1) The subspaces HN are subsets of V , and 8v 2 V; 9vN 2 HN 3 jvN � vjV ! 0.This assumption is satis�ed by many �nite element and spectral schemes (see [3, 8, 14]).The Galerkin approach to approximation involves restricting b(q) and �(q) to HN�HN ,yielding bounded linear operators AN(q); LN (q) satisfying�(q)(�N;  N)= �hAN(q)�N ;  Ni= �b(q)(LN(q)�N ;  N):Now, 8q; LN (q) generates a C0-semigroup TN(t; q) on HN satisfyingjTN(t; q)jL(HN) � (b1=b0)e�0t;where L(HN ) is endowed with the topology inherited from H. SincehAN (q)�N ;  Ni = hB(q)LN(q)�N ;  Ni 8�N;  N 2 HN ;we have AN(q)�N = PNB(q)LN(q)�N 8�N 2 HN :Now, the strong and mild forms for the approximate equations are given by(6) _uN(t) = LN (q)uN + PNB�1(q)F (t;uN; q)and(7) uN (t) = TN(t; q)PNu0 + Z t0 TN(t� s; q)PNB�1(q)F (s; uN(s); q) dsWe remark that (7) has a unique mild solution (as above) and that the maximuminterval of existence estimate will be the same under the above stability condition onthe semigroup, the boundedness of the projections PN , and the continuity of B:Within the context of inverse problems, we seek to show that uN (t; qN)! u(t; q) asqN ! q, which is a crucial step in parameter identi�cation (see [2, 3]). We �rst considerthe linear part of the equation. The following result, known as the Trotter-Kato theorem(see, e.g. [2, 3, 24]), will be at the heart of our analysis.



Theorem 0. Let AN and A be in�nitesimal generators of C0-semigroups SN (t) andS(t) on Hilbert spaces XN and X, with XN � X, and orthogonal projections PN : X !XN . Suppose the following two conditions hold:(i) 9M; w 3 jSN (t)jL(XN) �Me!t, and(ii) 9� 2 �(A) \ f\1N=1�(AN)g with Re � > ! and R�(AN)PN� ! R�(A)� 8� 2H. Then SN (t)PNx! S(t)x, uniformly on each interval [0; � ]; 8x 2 X.Above we have veri�ed (i) for the semigroups TN(t; q), with bounds that are inde-pendent of q 2 Q. Below, we verify the resolvent convergence condition (ii), which, inview of the Trotter-Kato theorem leads us to the following.Theorem 1. Suppose that (�1), (�2), (�3), (A1) and (B1) hold, and that qN ! q inQ. Then we have that TN(t; qN)PNz ! T (t; q)zuniformly on each interval [0; � ]; 8z 2 H.Proof. Condition (ii) of Theorem 0 remains to be veri�ed. Toward that end, we letz 2 H; � > �0. Note that, 8� 2 dom (A(q)),�hB(~q)�; �i+ �(q)(�; �)= h(�B(~q)�A(~q))�; �i � c0j�j2V ;so that (�B(q)�A(q))�1 2 L(H). Likewise, by restricting attention to HN , we have that(�B(qN)�AN(qN))�1 2 L(HN ). Next, we set wN = (�BN (qN)�AN(qN))�1PNz, with



BN(qN) = PNB(qN), w = (�B(q)�A(q))�1z, and we choose ŵN 2 V 3 jŵN�wjV ! 0.We set zN = wN � ŵN . We �rst show that zN ! 0 in V . First, note that�(q)(w; zN) = h�A(q)w; zNi= hz; zNi � �hB(q)w; zNi; and�(qN)(wN ; zN) = h�AN(qN)wN ; zNi= h(�BN (qN)�AN(qN))wN ; zNi � �hBN (qN)wN ; zNi= hPNz; zNi � �hBN (qN)wN ; zN i= hz; zNi � �hBN (qN)wN ; zN i;so that �(q)(w; zN) = �(qN)(wN ; zN) + � �hBN(qN)wN �B(q)w; zNi�Next, we have that c0jzN j2V � �(qN)(zN ; zN ) + �jzN j2= �(qN)(wN ; zN)� �(qN)(ŵN ; zN) + �jzN j2= �(q)(w; zN)� �h(BN (qN)wN �B(q)w); zNi��(qN)(ŵN ; zN ) + �jzN j2= �(q)(w; zN)� �(qN)(w; zN )+�(qN)(w � ŵN ; zN ) + �jzN j2��h(BN (qN)wN �B(q)w); zNi� �N jzN jV +K0jw � ŵN jV jzN jV+�jzN j2 � �hBN (qN)wN �B(q)w; zNi= �N jzN jV +K0jw � ŵN jV jzN jV



+�jzN j2 � �hBN (qN)wN �BN(qN)ŵN ; zNi��hBN (qN)ŵN �B(q)w; zNi� �N jzN jV +K0jw � ŵN jV jzN jV+�jzN j2H � �hBN (qN)zN ; zNi�j�j jBN(qN)ŵN �B(q)wjH jzN jH� �N jzN jV +K0jw � ŵN jV jzN jV+j�j jBN (qN)ŵN �B(q)wjH � jzN jH:In the above, the sequence �N is chosen with respect to w: Thus, we havec0jzN jV � �N +K0jw � ŵN jV+j�jk jBN(qN)ŵN �B(q)wjH;where k is the imbedding constant V ,! H in V . Since �N ! 0; jw � ŵN jV and Bis strongly continuous, we have that zN ! 0 in V , due to the fact that if fCng is asequence of bounded linear operators that converges strongly to C, then Cnxn ! Cxwhen xn ! x:Next, we note that��I �B�1(q)A(q)��1 = �B�1(q)(�B(q)�A(q))��1 = (�B(q)�A(q))�1B(q);and that if ��I � LN (qN)��1 �N =  N ;then �N = ��I � LN (qN)� N ;so PNB(qN)�N = ��PNB(qN)�AN(qN)� N ;



or ��BN (qN)�AN(qN)��1 PNB(qN)�N =  N ;Thus, for z 2 H, ��I � LN (qN)��1 PNz= ��BN (qN)�AN(qN)��1 PN (B(qN)PNz)! (�B(q)�A(q))�1B(q)z; in H,and we have the result.We now let uN denote the solution of (7) with parameter qN , initial condition uN0 2HN : We also denote by u the solution of (5) with parameter q and initial conditionu0: We further assume that qN ! q and that uN0 ! u0 in H: Note that a convergentsequence is bounded, so there is a number C0 such that ju0j; juN0 j � C0; for all N: ChooseK̂0; L0;M0; N0; and �0 for this value of C0:Next, we set TN(t) = TN(t; qN) and T (t) = T (t; q). Comparing (5) and (7), we havethat juN (t)� u(t)j � jTN(t)uN0 + T (t)u0j+ Z t0 jTN(t� s)PNB�1(qN)F (s; uN; qN)� T (t� s)B�1(qN)F (s; u; q)j ds:In view of the previous theorem, we need only concern ourselves with the second term.Suppose that 0 < �̂ < �0, that t 2 [0; �̂ ], �0 being as de�ned above. ThenZ t0 jTN(t� s)PNB�1(qN)F (s; uN ; qN)� T (t� s)B�1(q)F (s; u; q)j ds� Z t0 ���TN(t� s)PNB�1(qN) �F (s; uN ; qN) � F (s; u; qN)���� ds+ Z t0 ���TN(t� s)PN �B�1(qN)F (s; uN; qN)�B�1(q)F (s; u; qN)���� ds



+ Z t0 ���TN(t� s)PNB�1(qN)F (s; uN; qN)� T (t� s)B�1F (s; u; qN)��� ds�M Z t0 juN(s)� u(s)j ds+M 0 Z t0 ���B�1(qN)F (s; u; qN)�B�1(q)F (s; u; q)��� ds+ Z t0 TN(t� s)PNB�1(q)F (s; u; q)� T (t� s)B�1(q)F (s; u; q)j ds;where M; M 0 depend on the bounds for B�1; fPNg1N=1; T (�), and M depends on thelocal Lipschitz constant for F based (as mentioned above) on the ball of radius K̂0 in H:It is important to note that the solutions are bounded by K̂0 in C�[0; �0];H� uniformlyin N , due to the uniform boundedness of the semigroups. For this reason, the localLipschitz constant for F may be used above.Hence we have thatjuN(t)� u(t)j � �N (t) + � Z t0 juN(s)� u(s)j ds;with �N (t) ! 0 as N ! 1. A straightforward application of Gronwall's inequality,coupled with the fact that the length � of the maximum interval of existence is boundedbelow { independently of N { for the approximate problems, gives us the following.Theorem 2. Assume that (�1), (�2), (�3), (A1), (B1) and (F1) hold. Then, ifqN ! q in Q, and uN0 ! u0 in H; we have thatuN(t; qN ; uN0 )! u(t; q; u0) uniformly on each interval [0; �̂ ],in H, where �̂ � �0:Before proceeding to the inverse problem, we relate these abstract results to thecontaminant transport problem of interest.4. Abstract Formulation of the Transport Equation.



We begin with the Hilbert spaces H = L2(
) and V = H1(
), which are the usualLebesgue and Sobolev spaces. We de�ne the sesquilinear form � by�(q)(�; ) = Z
(D(v)r� � r � v� � r ) dx;which, when integrated by parts (using the no-ux boundary conditions), yields theconvection and dispersion terms. We also de�neb(q)(�; ) = Z
 (x)�(x) (x) dx:Here we have q = (v; ; aL; aT ; f). The nonlinear term F is given by F (s; u; q) = f(u(s)).For our abstract formulation, we haveb(q)( _c; �) + �(q)(c; �) = hf(c); �iwhere h ; i is the usual L2(
) inner product. To satisfy the requirements of the previoussection, we will need to make some restrictions on the parameter q. We seteQ = (L2(
))3 � L1(
) � (L1(
))2 � BUC(R);where L1(
) denotes the usual space of essentially bounded measurable functions, andBUC(R) denotes the space of bounded, uniformly continuous functions on R (which is aBanach space, with the sup norm). We next de�ne a compact subset of eQ in order toobtain a parameter set which will ful�ll the conditions of the previous section. LetV = fv 2 [L2(
)]3 : jv(x)j � K1a:e:; TV (v) � K2g;� = f 2 C0;1(
) : 0 � ; jjC0;1 � K3g;A = f(aL; aT ) 2 (C0;1(
))2 : 0 � aT � aL jaLjC0;1 � K4; jaT jC0;1 � K5gF = ff 2 C0;1(R) : f(x) = 0 8x � 0; jf jC0;1 � K6g:



An alternative for F incorporating the Michaelis-Menton model is given byFmm = (f(c) = max( �c� + c; 0) : �; � � 0; �; � 2 C0;1(
); j�jC0;1 ; j�jC0;1 � K6)Here f0;K1; : : : ;K6g is a set of �xed positive constants. Also TV (v) = max1�i�3fTV (vi)g,where TV (f) = supfR
 f(x) div (�(x))dx : j�(x)j � 1; �; �0 2 C(
)g is the total varia-tion of f . The space C0;1(
) is the space of Lipschitz continuous functions with normjf jC0;1 = sup
 jf(x)j+ supx;y2
x6=y �����f(x)� f(y)x� y ����� :The set Q = V � ��A�F is easily seen to be compact in eQ, using Arzela-Ascoli andSolobev imbeddings, coupled with compactness results in BV such as are contained in[13]. We remark that there are many other possible choices for the set Q; the analysis,however, is quite similar for the di�erent choices.The assumptions (�1) and (�2) are easily veri�ed using standard PDE arguments(see, e.g., [2]), and the fact that d0 > 0 is known and �xed. To examine (�3), we let�;  2 V , and we suppose qN ! q in Q. We putDN �vN�ij = d0�ij + aNT jvNj�ij + �aNL � aNT � vNi vNjjvN j :Then we have that j�(q)(�; )� �(qN)(�; )j� Z
 jD(v)r� � r �DN (vN)r� � r j dx+ Z
 jvN � vj j�j � jr j dx� �Z
 jD(v)�DN (vN)j2jr�j2dx�1=2 j jH1+ �Z
 jvN � vj j�j2dx�1=2 j jH1= �N j jH1:



Since vN ! v in L2(
); jvN(x)j � K1; aNL ! aL; aNT ! aT in L1, the dominatedconvergence theorem applies (as in [13]), and �N ! 0.Concerning (F1), we have F (t; c; q) = f(c). By the de�nition of F , the hypothesesof (F1) are easily seen to hold. In fact, this function is globally Lipschitz continuous,and the arguments of the previous section may be extended to compact but arbitrarilylarge time intervals.In order to satisfy (A1), we may take a standard Galerkin �nite element method (see[3, 14]), such as HN = spanfBN1 ; : : : ; BNkNg, with BNi being the tensor product of linearspline functions or linear functions on a triangulation of 
.Finally, we have thatb20 Z
 j�j2dx � Z
 (x)j�(x)j2 � b21 Z
 j�j2;where b21 = K4 and b20 = 0: Also, we have (B(q)�)(x) = ((x))�(x), and if qN ! q in Qso that N !  in L1, we have B(qN)�! B(q)�. Likewise (B�1(q) )(x) = 1(x) (x) isstrongly continuous in q, since  is uniformly bounded below by 0 > 0:Having veri�ed the conditions of Theorem 2, we have that qN ! q in Q and uN0 ! u0in H implies uN(t; qN ; uN0 )! u(t; q; u0) in H = L2(
).In the case of the oxygen limited reactions simulated in [6, 7, 9, 10, 15, 19, 20], wehave the system of equationscct(t; x) +r � (v(x)c(t; x)) = r � (Dc(v(x))rc(t; x))� bKc c�c + c oko + o;oot(t; x) +r � (v(x)o(t; x)) = r � (Do(v(x))ro(t; x))� bKo c�c + c oko + o;bt = bKb c�c + c oko + o � db+B:To set up an abstract formulation, we de�ne V = H1(
) � H1(
) � L2(
); and H =



L2(
)3: The form �(q) is given by�(q)((c; o; b); (�; ; �)) = Z
(Dc(v)rc � r�� vc � r�) dx+ Z
(Do(v)ro � r � vo � r ) dx+ Z
 db� dx;and the form b(q) is de�ned as above. Note that the coercivity of the form � is easilyveri�ed under the condition that the bacteria death rate function d is bounded below by apositive number (note that for the bacteria component, coercivity is with respect to L2).We also remark that some models include transport of the bacteria (i.e., the bacteriaare in the water, as opposed to the soil). We note that in this problem, as opposed tothe \contaminant-only" model, we have at best a locally Lipschitz nonlinearity.We return now to the inverse problem, which is the topic of the next section.5. Parameter Identi�cation.We recall the possible collections of observationsĈdij � Z
j c(ti; x) dx;Ĉ tij � Z
j((x)c(ti; x) dx;ĉd(ti; x) � c(ti; x)ĉt(ti; x) � (x)c(ti; x);where n denotes the number of times at which observations are made, and m (in the �rsttwo cases) denotes the number of spatial samples taken per observation time. Each ofthese can be modeled using a continuous map from the state space L2(
) to either IRmn(in the case of the discrete measurments) or (L2)n (for the distributed measurements).The least squares formulation of the inverse problem is embodied in the functionalJ(q; c0) = kz � Bc(q; c0)k2Z;



to be minimized over Q�C. Here the space Z is either IRmn or (L2)n and the observationoperator B 2 L(H;Z) is de�ned as in one of the observation processes above.In order to compute minimizers, we must make some approximations. We �rstconsider an approximation cN of the state variable c, as discussed in the previous section,leading to a cost functional JN (q; c0) = kz � BcNk2Z;which is su�ciently general for all of the above mentioned measurement types. Theconvergence results of the previous sections guarantee that if qN ! q and cN0 ! c0,then JN(qN ; cN0 )! J(q; c0); which will give us (see below) subsequential convergence ofminimizers, if we restrict the initial conditions to a compact subset of H = L2: Towardthat end, we set C0 = fc0 2 H1(
) : jC0jH1 � K7g;and we let Qad = V � T �A�F � C0denote the space of functions to be estimated.To compute minimizers, we must consider �nite dimensional approximations to theparameter space. If S � C0;1(
) and if the functions in S are uniformly bounded, wemay de�ne a sequence SN of piecewise linear continuous functions, satisfying the samebounds as S. These SN sets have the following properties.(PA1) 8 s 2 S; 9sN 2 SN 3 sup
 jsN � sj ! 0, and(PA2) 8hsNi sequence 3 sN 2 SN ; 9 autoseq hsNk i1k=1 and s 2 S 0 3 sup
 js �sNk j ! 0.



If S � L2(
); the above properties also hold when the C norm is replaced with theL2 norm.Based on this idea, we set QNad = fVNg � T N �AN �FN � CN0 . Coupling Theorem 2with (PA1) and (PA2), we have the following theorem.Theorem 3. Suppose (�1), (�2), (�3), (A1), (B1), (F1), (PA1) and (PA2) are sat-is�ed. Then 8N there exists a minimizer of JN over QNad, and there exists a minimizerof J over Qad. Moreover, minimizers of JN converge subsequentially to minimizers ofQad.Proof. The proof of this results follows directly from the abstract results of [3, pp.142-144].6. Some Concluding Remarks. We have presented here a theoretical frameworkthat guides us in the design of estimation algorithms for contaminant transport problems.The framework is su�ciently general to allow several types of problems to be analyzed.Of particular importance is the determination of parameter sets which are compact andwhose topologies are strong enough to provide continuous dependence.We have made some initial computational studies, and the results, which will appearelsewhere, are promising. Our future e�orts will be focused on continued modeling andon e�cient computational implementation of the ideas presented above. There are awide variety of models in the mathematical, scienti�c, and engineering literature (asevidenced in the references below). The research herein gives a theoretical basis forcomparing models by �tting them to data. The MADE-2 experimental data (see [5])provides an excellent testbed for comparing models in a real �eld scale situation. We
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